10 THINGS TO CHECK OUT WITH YOUR CHILD

@ Smithsonian's National Postal Museum

Create a stamp collection on screen or by hand in the Connect with U.S. Stamps exhibit.

Write a postcard to someone you love at the Postcard Writing Station behind the Information Desk!

LEVEL 2 HISTORIC LOBBY

1. World of Stamps
2. Gems of American Philately
3. Mail Marks History
4. Connect with U.S. Stamps
5. National Stamp Salon
6. Stamps Around the Globe
7. Changing Exhibits

Watch how stamps were made over 100 years ago on the Spider Press!

Demonstrations at select times only.
LEVEL 1

Visit the mail service’s mascot from 1890s, Owney, and a mail car like the one he rode on throughout the country!

Sing the ABCs while walking through Alphabetically exhibit!

Try your hand at package tossing, a way postal workers used to sort mail!

Ride into the West on a model Stagecoach! Watch your step on the way up!

Stamp a cancellation on all 3 stamps shown on a postcard provided in Systems at Work exhibit. Can you find all of them?

Walk through a forest in colonial America. Can you find the notches in the trees that mailmen left to mark their path?